In this paper, we propose an algorithm to conserve resources of the common control channel in a cognitive radio network by rejecting the redundant users using cooperative spectrum sensing. The proposed scheme is investigated under the paradigm of active spectrum sensing and a sequential detection technique. The algorithm is based on the J-divergence between the hypotheses of non primary user operation and the otherwise case. We select the most significant eigenvalues, which primarily affect the global statistical test. For the case where interference is from a secondary system transmission, a match filter is first employed to remove the degradation, and then the proposed algorithm is employed to remove the cooperative sensing nodes. Numerical results are provided and compared with conventional cases in order to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Ⅰ. Introduction
The continuous increase in wireless services and the accompanying great increment in radio spectrum demand are now revealing the scarcity of any new radio frequency band allocation. This, in turn, reveals the need for a secondary system that is able to coexist with existing licensed spectra. Fortunately, the scarcity of radio spectra is actually related to the ineffective utilization of the currently granted spectrum rather than representing a real shortage. A survey of the fixed granted band ranging from 30 MHz to 3GHz has indicated the presence of numerous white spaces that would be available for a secondary system [1] . The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has shown interest in developing and investigating a secondary system for the white spaces in TV bands [2] .
Any secondary system has to be able to guarantee the first priority of the primary one. The new system also has to have a low cost for infrastructure installation and must be compatible with the legacy primary system. In this sense, because of its ability to sense the presence of licensed users, Cognitive Radio (CR) is a competitive candidate compared to others such as data base registry or beacon signaling approaches [1] .
A number of studies have proposed cooperative spectrum sensing models that rely on multi-radio observation to overcome the obstacles of the channel, noise uncertainty, and long sensing period [3] ～ [7] . These models fall into two categories: concurrent combination of the cooperative sensing results [3] ～ [5] and sequential combination of the reported sensing results [6] , [7] . Recently, a particular sequential detection paradigm was proposed by Qiyue Zou, et al. [8] , which provides a robust approach to obtain a quick detection for spectrum sensing. The scheme allows each cooperative node to forward each observation sample to the base station (BS) for global sensing. The proposal also considers the uncertainty of noise in the sensing operation.
Cooperative sensing models have been quite beneficial for resolving the limitations of local spectrum sensing. However, cooperative sensing is still limited in the periodically quiet sensing time when neither transmission nor reception by the secondary user is allowed. A recent paper [9] has introduced a scheme called active spectrum sensing, where the transmission or reception intervals conventionally prohibited from any sensing operation can be exploited for spectrum sensing. In this paradigm, the users that are free from both signal transmission and reception (we refer to this type of user as a free secondary user in the scope of the paper) are permitted to use the active period for sensing. This has extended the ability of local sensing since a larger number of samples are employed to carry out spectrum detection.
Although the reliability of local sensing is much improved, the geographical discrimination among secondary users (SUs) can result in large differences in their observations. For example, due to their geographically separate positions, some users will sense the on active state of primary user (PU), while the others have the opposite result. Hence, the cooperative scheme is actually a useful method in this situation. Conservation of power in each device is important, so further reduction of the sample size is still necessary to decrease the on operating state time. The device will be allowed to assume a sleep mode as soon as possible to save power.
In this paper, we expand upon previous work and investigate a model where several free SUs cooperate to implement spectrum detection during their active periods. We also consider the sequential detection as proposed previously [8] in the paradigm of a cooperative model. This cooperative detection scheme provides very quick detection, on the one hand, while the active sensing paradigm, on the other hand, supplies the large limit for the sample size. Thus, the combination of both methods could bring about a robust detection performance. Using this model, we propose algorithms to reduce the number of nodes that participate in the cooperative sensing. We also analyze the degradation caused by interference originating from BS to SU transmission and introduce a method that uses the matched filter to reduce this effect. The structure of the article is divided into 5 parts: (I) Introduction, (Ⅱ) System model, (Ⅲ) Performance analysis, (Ⅳ) Numerical simulation, (Ⅴ) Conclusion.
Ⅱ. System Model
In this scheme, we model PU signal s as the Gaussian signal with a zero mean and variance . Under the scheme of sequential detection, as proposed in [8] , each user reports its log-likelihood test in a sample-by-sample manner. The statistical test of the m-th user at n-th sample is
LLR n m p p = -(LLR stands for the log likelihood ratio test). The combination is undertaken by the BS as follows:
Under the context of no SU transmission, the test is:
Ⅲ. Performance Analysis
3-1 Non SU Interference
In this sub-section, we investigate the performance of the case when no SU signal is transmitted during the sensing time. Here, A and B are alternatively the threshold for the hypothesis 0 H or 0 H % and thresholds for 1 H or 1 H % . As introduced in [8] , these thresholds do not depend on the distribution of the received signal. The threshold values are as given :
where α, 1 a << , is the false alarm probability and β, 1 b << , is the missed detection probability. The average samples number (ASN) for the decision '0', which denotes for no PU presence in the case of 0 H , is given as: 
and for the decision '1' denoting the PU presence, the ASN is expressed as: 
For large ASN, the Central Limit Theorem allows approximation of the LLR distribution to the Gaussian distribution as follows: 
3-2 The Uncorrelated SU Interference
So far, equation (2) has only considered the case where the received sensing signal is not contaminated by the SU interference. However, due to the active sensing, the BS may transmit its data to a specific user. Due to imperfect beamforming, a neighbor user can be affected by this transmitted SU signal leakage. In response to this interference, the LLR distribution will differ from the LLR-test analysis results. Hence, the LLR equation should be changed to follow the actual LLR distribution, which is given as:
where 
K denotes the number of user being affected by the SU signal leakage.
From this situation, since the statistical test does not match with the practice, the threshold A and B cannot hold the false alarm and missed detection probability As the number of users increases, more samples are collected to exploit gain sensing. Nevertheless, the limited common control channel restricts the maximum cooperative users. Furthermore, due to collisions among the users when competing for reporting, each log-likelihood sample test can result in increased overall sensing time [7] . In this section, we propose an algorithm to select the most meaningful users that mainly affect the test results, in order to distinguish between two hypotheses. Here, The first part of LLR in (2) can be rewritten in the quadratic form as below [9] : 
We can see from (9) that when the m l is unity, its contribution to J is zero. Hence, the users corresponding to these unit eigenvalues should be removed first. The covariance matrices represent the correlation of the received signal 1 2 , ,..,
being the M reported signal at the n-th sample. Similarly, we can employ equation (9) In the case where BS starts to transmit data to a specific user, the statistical LLR test pre-designed in (2) does not reflect the true distribution of the received signal. In the scope of this paper, we assume that no delay exists between the SU signal transmitted by the BS and one that contributes to the reported sample
Thus, the BS can rely on its SU signal transmitted to estimate the power of interference contributing to the received signal, as given in the following: and update the LLR test. In the scheme of SU interference, the received signals contaminated by z are correlated. Hence, the LLR test in (2) is rewritten as follows:
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After updating the statistical test, the BS is able to apply the proposed node removal algorithm to remove the redundant users to save the control channel resources.
Ⅳ. Simulation
In this part, we survey a case where BS selects the . In this part, we consider two cases of z : the uncorrelated interference between SU users and the correlated interference of each user in terms of this signal. Fig. 1 illustrates the cases where the statistical test mismatches with the received signal distribution. In this case, the log likelihood test is taken under the case of non-interference at SU. Fig. 1a shows that the ASNs of the received signal contaminated by uncorrelated interference (marked as "u.int" in the figure) and the correlated interference (marked as "c.int) are fairly low in comparison with ASN analyzed by (3) and (4). Nevertheless, Fig. 1(b) indicates that this detection is not correct because the experimental probability of a false alarm is 1 for all cases of the designed false alarm and missed detection probability. Fig. 2 illustrates the case when the statistical test is used appropriately in each case of non-interference, uncorrelated interference, and correlated interference. The figure shows that the ASNs for the case of the interference cases are greater than those in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 2(b) , the false alarm and missed detection probability have reduced to become approximately the designed values. In Fig. 3 , the two algorithms for reducing the number of cooperative nodes are investigated under the non-interference scheme. The figure shows that most of the simulation results lie below the preselected ASN at 400 samples or slightly above this value. Fig 3(b) shows that all of the experimental false alarm and missed detection values are below the preselected maximum value. Hence, this implies that the algorithms have worked correctly. Fig. 3 interference, and correlated interference. Fig. 3 shows that the value of the ASNs is less than the required value N0=500 and the ASNs do not follow a linear decrease when the false alarm and missed detection increase. Fig. 3(b) shows how many users are selected after the removal. The total number of users has been reduced by almost half.
Ⅴ. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the scheme of active spectrum sensing in the cooperative model via sequential detection. We have shown that, in the scheme of active spectrum sensing, the uncorrelated interference and the SU transmission signals have been significantly affected by the performance of the sequential detection.
Coping with the limited resources in the control channel, we propose two algorithms to reduce the number of cooperative nodes. As the simulations showed, the algorithms are able to eliminate redundant users within the constraint of a preselected ASN while maintaining a detection performance that satisfies system requirements.
